Multan Carpet Industries
Introduction:Ecovise presents eco-friendly all natural, 100% biodegradable Bio-Carpets available in traditional
Wilton and Ax-minster weave with beautiful colors and contemporary designs. Our Bio-Carpets
are unique as they are made of 100% un-dyed wool blend yarn woven with back yarn of 100%
cotton and Jute and with backing of natural rubber latex. Ecovise backs up this rare claim with
excellent green credentials that ensures their products are derived from all sustainable sources. It is
a natural advantage as our Bio-carpets are created with a conscience that it does not disturb
mother-nature.
Natural Plains Collection comes in a striking blend of luxury and comfort with subtle color tones
which are soothing to eye and can easily go with any decor scheme. Gorgeous and elegant, our
latest Eco Patterns Collection comes in exquisite designs suited to contemporary living. A stunning
range of Bio Stripes are innovative yet tactile and with a subtle combination of neutral color ways
which co-ordinate easily with our sumptuous Natural Plains or elegant Eco Patterns. Coordinating
Stair runners and hallways - our Neutral Runners selection compliments the overall design
statement with sleek and chic stripes.
Home is the perfect place to relax and enjoy the warmth and comfort of living. This experience
can be further enhanced naturally by caring for the environment and consciously aware of the
mother-nature's requirements. Bio-Carpets are a perfect natural choice, made from all natural
material and with minimal impact on environment and satisfy your conscience while bringing in a
world of comfort, design and luxury with quality and durability.
Ecovise is an environmentally conscious company which prides itself in long term sustainability at
the heart of its operations. We sources eco-friendly Bio-Carpets from around the world. Our BioCarpets are manufactured at our partner manufacturing plants. We source wool fleece ourselves,
have our own in house yarn spinning and carpet weaving done on our machines. Our carpets are
manufactured according to international quality standards. Our spinning and weaving plant are
accredited by ISO 9001 certification. We care for the environment and sustainability not only in
our carpets but we are also accredited for ISO 14001 certification.
Our continuous research and development ensure that we are able to develop high quality carpets
with an ever increasing product portfolio. We always keep our customer requirements in our mind
and try to meet these by developing innovative and eco-friendly products.
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